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A refinement calculus for the development of real-time systems is presented. The calculus is based 
upon a wide-spectrum language called the temporal agent model (TAM), within which both 
functional and timing properties can be expressed in either abstract or concrete terms. A specifica- 
tion-oriented semantics for the language is given. Program development is considered as a refine- 
ment process, i.e. the calculation of a structured program from an unstructured specification. 
A calculus of decomposition is defined. An example program is developed. 
1. Introduction 
The formal development of a computer system is traditionally separated into four 
tasks: the formulation of a specification, the formulation of a design, verification 
between specification and design, and the translation of the design into an implemen- 
tation. In real-time systems, verification must take into account both functional 
correctness and the timeliness of results - a consideration which adds further com- 
plexity to an already difficult task. 
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In most formal development methods there are at least two languages involved, one 
for the specification task and one for the design task (often the translation to 
implementation is ignored, or considered to be trivial). However, an inherent problem 
with such a “multilanguage” approach is the lack of a method by which suitable 
designs are arrived at. A combination of experience and guesswork must be used in 
order to formulate a design, and then verification - a time-consuming task ~ is 
undertaken. If the verification fails then the design task is undertaken again. This cycle 
is repeated until verification is achieved. 
To overcome this problem we have developed the “temporal agent model” (TAM), 
which is a theory centred around a wide-spectrum language in which both specifica- 
tions and executable programs can be formulated. A real-time functional specification 
in TAM is transformed step by step into a mixed program containing both specifica- 
tion fragments and executable code. Such transformations continue until a com- 
pletely executable program is produced which is guaranteed correct with respect to 
the original specification. The program may then be analysed by run-time schedula- 
bility and allocation tools in the usual manner, and executed. This kind of develop- 
ment method is widely known as refinement, and is already a common method for 
transformational systems. 
Morgan [14,15] argues that the advantage of the wide-spectrum language is that 
the development process remains within the framework of a single language, thus 
avoiding translation errors. In addition, the verification cycle inherent in the multilan- 
guage approach is avoided entirely. The development of a refinement calculus, which 
allows the gradual “concretisation” of a specification, requires a wide-spectrum 
language. 
A number of refinement calculi already exist for real-time systems, but they are 
either incomplete or use an unrealistic computational model. PLtime [9] is a real-time 
design language which consists of a CSP-like syntax [lo] with extensions for real time. 
However, it insists on maximal parallelism [lS], which is too restrictive for most 
real-time systems. PLtime also does not provide a specification syntax; refinement 
remains purely in the concrete domain. RT-ASLAN [2] is a refinement calculus which 
refines specification into concrete code, but this also depends upon the maximal- 
parallelism concept. We aim to provide a real-time refinement calculus which does not 
depend upon maximal parallelism. 
The paper introduces a computational model for real-time systems, conservative 
extensions to first-order predicate logic to cover time, a wide-spectrum language 
with a specificational semantics, a refinement calculus, and an example of program 
development. 
2. A computational model for TAM 
A computational model should reflect the intended target application area, and 
also define what we mean by terms such as “termination”, “communication”, 
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“concurrency”, “functionality”, and in our case “refinement” as well. In doing so, it 
also defines the class of systems which we may represent and reason about. We 
provide an informal description of the computational model and discuss the intended 
target application area. 
Most real-time systems can be viewed as a set of periodic and sporadic tasks 
(assuming some limitations of sporadic interarrival rates, etc.) [6, 11, and such systems 
should be easy to represent in the model. In particular, the model should enable the 
developer to describe systems as a set of computational agents with a number of 
attributes, including release time and period (for periodics), release event and minimal 
interarrival time (for sporadics), functional computation, deadlines on communica- 
tions and computations, an input and output interface, and upper bounds on resource 
requirements (state space). 
We define a real-time system as a collection of possibly concurrently executing 
computation agents which communicate asynchronously via time-stamped shared 
data areas called shunts. Systems can themselves be viewed as single agents and 
composed into larger systems. Systems have timing constraints imposed by deadlines 
on agent termination. A system has a static configuration, i.e. the shunt connection 
topology remains fixed throughout the lifetime of the system. Ensuring a fixed shunt 
topology eases the task of deciding upon distribution boundaries within a system. 
Reconfiguration of shunts can be modelled by the inclusion of a multiplexing agent 
whose output shunt is one which may need to change ownership: all potential owners 
write to shunts which are read by the multiplex agent and, depending upon the 
configuration information currently available to the multiplex, the appropriate value 
is then written to the multiplex output shunt. Every system also has the constraint 
that there can only be a finite number of shunts and agents. 
At any instant in time a system can be thought of as having a unique state, which is 
defined by the values in the shunts and in the local variables of agents; computation is 
therefore defined as any process which results in a change of system state, or ensures 
explicit state stability. A corollary of these two definitions is that no state change may 
be instantaneous (take zero time) ~ a restriction which would seem intuitive. 
Time is global, i.e. a single clock is accessible to every agent and shunt. The time 
domain is discrete, linear, and modelled naturally by the positive integers. There is 
a unique “first time” instant from which we assume all systems will measure their 
execution release times for all agents. 
Imposing global time on a language gives rise to a number of problems: 
l The run-time execution environment has to provide support for clock synchronisa- 
tion with predictable accuracy. Once the maximum clock drift between distributed 
subsystems can be predicted, the granularity of the clock at the language level can 
be assigned so as to finesse the drift. Techniques for predicting, and reducing, global 
clock drift are common, for example by the introduction of special hardware in the 
Mars project [ 13,171. 
l The granularity of the clock can be vastly different between the specification level 
and the implementation level. Deadlines at the specification level may be expressed 
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in seconds, but at the implementation level clock cycles are used. Translation is not 
a simple matter of multiplication of seconds by cycles per second: proofs of the 
correctness of synchronisation may rely on the original clock granularity being 
maintained. It is possible to use the same granularity throughout the development 
of a system, but this results in having to use very large numbers at the specification 
level. It is clear that future extensions to the theory would benefit from examining 
the use of multiple clocks with differing granularity, and we discuss this further in 
the conclusions. 
An agent is described by a set of computations which may transform a local data 
space and may read and write shunts during excution. The computation may be 
nondeterministic and may have both minimum and maximum execution times im- 
posed, in particular the following: 
l An agent performs computation and communication; only an agent which per- 
forms no computation or communication may be instantaneous. 
l An agent may start excution as a result of either a condition on the current time or 
a write event occurring on a specific shunt. These two conditions model periodic 
and sporadic real-time tasks, respectively. 
l An agent may have deadlines on computations and communication. Deadlines 
may be dynamic, i.e. dependent upon results of computation (alternate computa- 
tions may be different deadlines), or static. Deadlines are all considered to be hard, 
i.e. there is no concept of deadline priority ~ all deadlines must be met by the 
run-time system. Although this restriction limits the use of TAM to hard real-time 
systems only, we are currently investigating the inclusion of prioritised deadlines 
into the language. We discuss this further in the conclusions. 
l A data space is created when an agent starts execution with nondeterministic initial 
values; the data space is destroyed when the agent terminates. No agent may read 
or write another agent’s local data space. 
l An agent may write to at most a finite number of shunts and read from at most 
a finite number of shunts. 
l An agent’s output shunts are owned by that agent, i.e. no other agent may write to 
those shunts (although many other agents may read them). 
Shunts are passive shared memory spaces which contain two values: the first gives 
the time at which the most recent write took place and the second gives the value 
which was most recently written. Shunt writing is destructive, shunt reading is not. 
Shunts are strictly typed throughout the lifetime of the system, i.e. there is an identified 
finite set of values to which the data value of a shunt must always belong. 
Shunts are loosely asynchronous; if the owning agent performs a write, then the 
write is assumed to be completed when the value has been accepted by the shunt and 
the time-stamp is overwritten by the current time. The only delay on writing is due to 
the communication overhead, a shunt may not refuse to accept any value. When an 
agent performs a read, the shunt returns both the time-stamp and the associated 
value. Again, any delay is due to communication overheads. 
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Shunt readership may be restricted to a set of agents; this set can then be considered 
as a subsystem where shunts which are read or written by the agents outside the 
subsystem define the subsystem’s boundary. Subsystems may not overlap, i.e. if an 
agent is within one defined subsystem then it may not occur in a second subsystem 
which does not wholly contain the former. This allows for compositionality by 
replacement of a subsystem by a single agent. 
The need for time-stamps in shunts is also a direct consequence of our decision to 
use nondestructive asynchronous communication. When an agent performs two 
consecutive inputs from a shunt, if it reads the same data item twice it may need to 
know if each value is a result of two different writes. Nondestructive reading enables 
many agents to read the same value (modelling multidrop communication media) and 
also allows us to model global state. Asynchronous communication is both easier to 
schedule and allows us to encode very efficient communication protocols, e.g. [21]. 
The local state space of an agent is partitioned and named by computational 
variables. Each variable is of a predetermined type (set). We are not especially 
interested in the mechanics of functional computation in TAM, and we assume that 
there is some language for functional expression evaluation. The computational 
model (and the TAM language) assumes that there exists some underlying functional 
evaluation engine which need not be understood in detail. The model only under- 
stands the act of assignment. 
3. TAM language syntax 
The modular abstraction mechanism in TAM is the agent whose syntax can be 
defined recursively by 
d ::= x:=e 1 x4-s 1 x-s 1 w:@ 1 U 1 (x:T)d 1 did-d 
where x is a computation variable, s is a shunt, T is a type name, t is a time (constant), 
I is some indexing set, gi are boolean expressions, e is an expression on computation 
variables and shunts and S is a set of times. 
We give an informal semantics for these agent forms as follows: 
x := e performs an assignment of the value of the expression e (defined over the state 
space of the agent) to the variable x. The expression is in the form of functional 
evaluation described in first-order predicate logic. The values of the variables and 
shunts found in e are taken at the release time of the assignment. 
X+-S performs an input from the shunt s into the variable x. The type of x must 
therefore be a natural number (time-stamp) and value pair. The input is asynchronous 
and therefore requires no prior write to the shunt. If a shunt is read which has not been 
previously written to, then the value read is nondeterministic (although of the 
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appropriate type). It is also possible to input to a pair of values through pattern 
matching, e.g. (x, t)+s. 
x+s performs an asynchronous output to the shunt s from the variable (or constant 
value) x. The time of the output is used as the time-stamp and is expected to be 
provided by the run-time environment. 
w: @ is an agent which specifies required behaviour on variables and shunts. The 
property Cp is framed by the set of variable and shunt names w (which also contains 
type information). Those variables and shunts which appear in w may be changed 
during the execution of the agent specified by @; those variables and shunts which are 
not in the frame, but which are inherited from the agent’s context, may not be 
changed. There can be two unique free variables of type Time in @: t denotes the start 
of execution and t’ denotes the termination time. 
T1 is an agent which may terminate at any arbitrary time but does not change any 
variable or shunt. 
(x : T) d introduces the unique variable or shunt x and associates it with the agent 
d. Initially, x has an undefined value (any value from the appropriate type set T). The 
variable or shunt is destroyed (unavailable) after the termination of d. 
~4 I& executes the two agents concurrently. The two agents are released at the 
same time, and the concurrent composition terminates some arbitrary time after both 
agents terminate. We use the shorthand fli,,di to denote indexed concurrent com- 
position (I is finite). 
[S] .d is an agent which has a duration (a duration of an agent is the interval over 
which the agent may be active, i.e. the difference between the release time and the 
termination time) equal to one of the values in the set S. This agent form therefore 
describes a deadline which we expect to be respected by the run-time execution 
environment. 
d;& defines the sequential composition of the two agents. Immediately upon 
termination of the first agent, the second agent will be released. 
Llial, 
gi=z-di evaluates all of the guards gi (which are boolean expressions on local 
state space) and executes one of the agents corresponding to a true guard. If no guards 
evaluate to true, then the choice agent terminates correctly. The constant t defines an 
execution window within which the guards are evaluated; it is assumed that the 
evaluation will take no more than t time units and that the run-time execution 
environment will “pad-out” the evaluation, if necessary, to exactly fill the interval. The 
indexing set I is always finite. 
dDfs4 is a timeout operator. The agent waits for a write to occur on shunt s for 
t time units. As soon as the shunt is written to, the right-hand agent is released. If after 
t time units no write has occurred then the left-hand agent is released. 
PI& executes the agent ~2 is sequence it times. Each execution of & is also given the 
deadline set S. 
We impose the syntactic restriction that no agent may share its local state space 
with a concurrently executing agent, and only one concurrently executing agent may 
write to any given shunt. Such restrictions allow us to develop a compositional 
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refinement relation, and helps with encapsulation. An agent is assumed to have an 
implicit alphabet of local variables, input shunts and output shunts. 
3.1. Derived agents 
From the primitive agents above we may derive the following useful constructs. 
A commonly used real-time statement is the delay, which assumes that no resources 
are needed for a minimum period. The agent &I which is guaranteed to wait for 
a minimum of n time units is derived as follows. 
Definition 3.1 (Delay). 6n =def [{k j k>n}] n. 
It is also useful to be able to define a nondeterministic choice between agents. We 
therefore define the following syntax. 
Definition 3.2 (Choice). dn98 =&f(true-duO true*L%). 
A periodic task should be released once in every given period. In the following 
example, an agent form is defined which is parameterised over an agent (which 
represents the task), a period p, a deadline d and a number of iterations n. 
Definition 3.3 (Period). Period(d, p, d, n) = pp’(Sp 1 [ 1.. d] d). 
In this example we assume deadline d period. 
We also define a shorthand for an agent with a specific termination time. 
Definition 3.4 (Terminution time). [n] .& =+f [ { ?I} ] s$. 
A system is described by a single agent which is assumed, without loss of generality, 
to be released at time 0. For all but the most simple of systems, the agent will have 
internal concurrency, and all subagents will be released at time 0. Later release times 
are then specified by the use of the delay agent. 
3.2. The specl$cation statement 
The syntax of the specification agent in TAM is defined as 
w:@ 
where w is a set of typed variables and shunts which may be changed during the 
behaviour defined by the specification and @ is a timed logic formula which describes 
that behaviour. The timed logic formula is a first-order logic formula with simple 
extensions to cover time. We add terms of the form x@ t to denote the value of the 
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variable (or shunt) x at time t. We will also use the notation s@ t.ts to refer to the 
time-stamp found in shunt s at time t, and similarly s @ t.v for the value. 
Note that these extensions are expressively equivalent to other first-order quantitat- 
ive temporal logics such as Mok’s RTL [12] or Ostroff’s real-time temporal logic 
[16]. We have used our own syntax for conciseness: in Mok’s RTL we would have to 
translate predicates on the values of variables at specific times to predicates on events 
which mark the start and end of the change of values of variables. In Ostroff’s logic 
there is the added complexity of the special time variable T, which is not used in TAM 
specifications. 
In a specification w: @, the formula @ may contain two unique free variables 
t, t’e Time, which represent the time at which the behaviour described by @ starts (t) 
and the time at which the behaviour terminates (t’). The variables t and t’ may not be 
bound by quantifiers. Computation variables that appear in @ may only be referred to 
at times t and t’; shunts that appear in @ may be referred to at any times in [t, t’]. The 
restriction on variable times supports the intuition that we cannot observe the value 
of any variables local to an agent during execution, only at the initial and final 
times. 
4. Semantics 
We introduce some new notation to simplify the semantic definitions, including 
stability operators, a chop operator, a deadline operator and correctness axioms for 
the shunts. 
4.1. PredeJined predicates 
Definition 4.1 (Stable (shunts)). 
stable(s, n, m) =def /j s@a=s@((T-1). 
aetn+1,m1 
Similarly for variables. 
Definition 4.2 (Stable (variables)). 
stable(x, n, m) =&f x@ m = x @ n. 
In addition, the definitions for stable are extended to sets of variables or shunts. 
The predicate write asserts that a given value is written to a shunt within 
an interval, and that the shunt remains stable at all other times within the 
interval. 
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write(x, s, n, m) =&_f v stable(s, n, c-- l)As@,o 
ae[n+l,m] 
= (a, x @ n) A stable(s, 0, m). 
We also define an operator for dividing formulae into time-consecutive sub- 
formulae. 
Definition 4.4 (Chop). Given two-timed logic formulae d and 99, then 
d-g =&f hE[t, t’] (d [m/t’] A w [m/t]). 
The chop operator has a number of pleasant properties: 
(Chop.1) (JZz-+-~ E JZ?-(9&-%Z))) 
(Chop.2) &-(L&?VV)-(&!I--_)V(d-%q), 
(Chop.3) (dv%?)-%~(~-9I)v(&!2-%?), 
(Chop.4) Ya--.d = .&+--.a, 
where .a = &f@: (t’=t). 
We also define an operator which constrains the value of the free variable t’ (the 
termination time of a property) to a given set. 
Definition 4.5 (Deadline). Given a set of times SE Time and a timed logic formula d, 
ds =&f dA(t’-tES). 
The deadline operator has the following properties: 
(Deadline.1) (JzZ~)~ = dTnS, 
(Deadline.2) (d V & =(d,) V (BT), 
(Deadline.3) &Time E d. 
4.2. Shunt axioms 
We axiomatize the constraints on the time-stamps within the shunts, imposed by 
the computational model, by the following axioms (which may later be used by the 
refinement process in discharging proof obligations). 
We assert that after the first write to a shunt, all time-stamps must have a value 
before or at the current time. This is true only after the first write because the shunt 
has a nondetermined initial value: 
SA.l VtETimeQ’cTime(t’<t AS@t’.ts=t’) a s@t.ts<t). 
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We also assert that if a shunt value changes then the time-stamp must change to the 
current time: 
SA.2 v&Time@ >o As@t.o#s@((t-l).u * s@,.ts=t). 
Finally, we assert that a shunt value can only change when the time-stamp is equal to 
the current time: 
SA.3 V’tETime(t>O As@t.ts#t * s@t=s@(t-1)). 
4.3. Agent semantics 
The semantics of an agent is given by a timed logic formula. The specification 
statement is defined in this manner also, giving a natural interpretation for a refine- 
ment relation. 
The semantics for the specification statement assumes that the behaviour specified 
by @ removes any obligations in the postcondition based on the assumption that 
a concrete agent which satisfies the specification is executed. The definitions of other 
agents are then given by a single specification agent or simple timed logic formula. 
We also use the notation @ to denote those variables and shunts which are owned 
by the specification agent, but which do not appear in the frame (i.e. if W is the 
alphabet of the specification statement w: @, then E =def W/w). Where variables 
appear dashed (x’) we assume x @ t’. We also remove the usual semantic parenthesis 
without loss of clarity. 
Specification 
w:@= def stable(8, t, t’) A @. 
The specification agent asserts that the requirement encoded in @ must be true and 
that all variables and shunts which are owned by the specification agent (W), but may 
not be changed (they may be changed only if they appear in the frame w), must remain 
stable for the period of execution of the agent. 
Skip 
The skip agent specifies that no variable or shunt which is owned by the agent may 
be changed. The formula t d t’ is trivially true, but it makes explicit the fact that the 
skip agent may take no time t = t’. 
Assignment 
x:=e=def{x: T}: (t<t’Ax’=e) 
(where type(e)= T, and all variables in e are at time t). 
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The assignment may only change the variable being assigned to (only x appears 
in the frame), and there must be some nonzero passage of time (expressed by the 
conjunct t < t ‘). 
output 
x-s =def {s :[Time x T] > : write@, x, t, t’) 
(where type(x) = T). 
The output agent may only change the value of the output shunt (only s appears in the 
frame), and the predicate write asserts that apart from the instant of writing, the shunt 
remains stable. In addition, the predicate “write” asserts that there is some nonzero 
passage of time (because write(x, s, t, t’) a t’> t). 
Input 
XtS=def{X:[T imexT]}: t<t’A3m@t,t’](x’=s@m) 
(and also for a pair of input variables). 
(I, x)+s=~~~ {I: T’ tme, x: T}: t<t’Aflm@t, t’](I’=s@m.tsAx’=s@m.v) 
(where type(s) = [Time x T]). 
The input agent may only change the value of the input variable (only x appears in 
the frame), and the value of the variable at the termination time of the agent (x@t’) 
becomes equal to the time-stamp and the value found in the shunt at some time during 
execution of the agent. Note that the agent must take some nonzero time in which to 
execute (by the conjunct t <t’), and that the input may not occur exactly on the release 
instant (due to the open interval (t, t’]). 
Localisation 
(x: T)LzJ=~~~ 3x~T(d). 
A variable or shunt is localised by existential quantification. Note that because of 
the temporal extensions to the logic, existential quantification has to be extended to 
include quantification of timed variables. This extension is defined by quantifying over 
variables x @ g for each aE[t, t’]. 
Concurrency 
Concurrency is defined by a conjunction on the two agents. The skip agents are 
included to allow differing termination times for each agent. 
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Deadline 
Hard deadlines are imposed by restricting the behaviour of an agent so that the 
duration lies somewhere in the set S (i.e. t’- tgS). 
Sequencing 
Sequential composition asserts that the termination time of the first agent is the 
same instant as the release of the second agent. Explicit delays for sequencing can be 
included by inserting an intermediate delaying agent. 
Guards 
Lpi *di=def [n] Dn ((( Q1gi)A n))v( l giAdi)). 
The guarded agent always uses the number of time units specified by n in which to 
evaluate the guards. Then, either none of the guards is true (the first conjunct), in 
which case the guard acts as a skip, or one of the guards is true and an appropriate 
agent is executed. 
Timeout 
L& DiB=def Nowrite-d V Input-B, 
where 
Nowrite =def 8: t’=t+n A s@t.ts<t A stable(s,t,t’), 
znput=&f~: t’e[t, t+n] A s@t’.ts=t’ A Vm[t, t’)(s@m=s@t). 
If the shunt s remains stable for the entire timeout period n (expressed by the 
Nowrite predicate), then the agent JS? will be executed. If a write occurs at some 
time during the execution interval (including the instant of release and the instant 
of termination), then the agent 93 will be released as soon as the write takes 
place. 
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The iteration agent is a shorthand for a finite number of sequential compositions. 
Note that, in practice, the constant n may be left unspecified; thus the iteration could 
be assumed to occur an arbitrary but finite number of times. 
5. Refinement 
A refinement relation is defined as a strengthening of a timed formula. This models 
the intuitive definition of refinement as a lessening of nondeterminism. 
Definition 5.1 (Refinement). 
6zfg93 iff ~?=sJzZ. 
This definition gives rise to a complete lattice with the (theoretical) TAM agents. 
Definition 5.2 (Top and bottom). 
_L =def true, T =deffalse. 
defining the bottom and top of the lattice, respectively. Refinement is a path upwards 
through the lattice and, in particular, the top element is called miracle and is 
a refinement of any program, i.e. we have the following result. 
Theorem 5.3. 
The proof of this theorem is trivial. 
If the miraculous agent is reached during refinement, then it is likely that an 
inconsistency exists (either temporal or functional) in the original specification. 
In addition to the above theorem, a number of sound refinement laws are presented 
in the appendix. 
6. Compositionality 
Composite agents allows us to describe complex behaviour by combining simpler 
agents. However, in system development we would not want to complicate the 
refinement method in proportion to the complexity of the desired system; instead we 
would wish to have simple refinement obligations which could be trivially composed 
in order to discharge complex refinement proof obligations. 
In [l l] the importance of compositionality of proof systems for concurrent real- 
time formalisms is discussed. We assert that the refinement calculus for TAM is 
compositional, i.e. systems can be subdivided into subsystems which may then be 
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refined in isolation, and recomposed to give a system which is a refinement of the 
original specification. 
This form of compositionality is clearly dependent upon the fact that refinement 
cannot introduce nonlocal variables and therefore break the interference constraint 
on concurrent systems, and similarly cannot introduce unrestricted shunts. 
The property of compositionality also holds for the other agent constructors 
(deadline, sequence, variable declaration, shunt restriction, timeout, guards and recur- 
sion), and in the refinement calculus compositionality is equivalent to the property of 
monotonicity. 
We therefore assert the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1 (Refinement monotonicity) (Scholefield [19]). Given a context +Z-) (i.e. 
any TAM program with a “hole” in the place of an agent), then if &LB then 
VW) E g(g). 
For example, we can use the above theorem to prove the following result. 
Theorem 6.2 (Example refinement). Give a context V(_)=def [S] (x :=O;-; x+s), then 
[.51(x :=O; (true =- x :=x+ luO true * x :=x+2); x+s) 
&](x :=o; x :=x+ 1; x+s). 
Proof (By lemma). 
true * x :=x+ luO true * x:=x+2 E x :=x+ 1. 0 
7. Example 
We refine a specification for a simple comparator which reads data from two input 
shunts, and if the data values are equal, outputs the value “true” on an output shunt, 
otherwise it outputs the value ‘false”. The comparator must take no longer than 10 
time units to compare and output. 
In addition, we are provided with an axiom which asserts that the value of the input 
shunts will remain stable during the comparator period: 
A.1 =def stable( { in,, in*}, t, t’). 
This axiom will be used in the discharging of proof obligations which arise during 
refinement. 
Given three shunts, 
in,, in 2 : [Time x T] (input shunts), 
out : [Time x bool] (output shunt), 
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the comparator can be specified by 
Spec=,,~{out:[Timexbool]}: t’<t+lOA 
( ~~*iin~~~.v=in,~o.v)~write(out,~tr~e’,t, t’)A 
. ’ 
( 
/j in1 @ 0.v # in2 @ d.v 
1 
=swrite(out, ‘false’, t, t’). 
ae[t, t’] 
Axiom A.1 appears to be somewhat disconnected from the specification at this point, 
but it could be combined with the agent Spec to provide a complete description of the 
comparator and and its environment. The frame of Spec would then expand to include 
the shunts in, and in,. The refinement process will result in exactly the same TAM 
program with the axiom as part of the agent Spec or with the axiom used separately in 
discharging proof obligations. We feel that separating environmental behaviour by 
axiomatisation is perhaps clearer. 
Rule SR.4 allows us to strengthen the specification, and we do so by constraining 
the termination time further, and appealing to axiom A.1 to allow us to choose an 
arbitrary time at which to test the input shunts: 
Spec~{out:[Timexbool]}: t’=t+lOA 
(in,@(t+l).u=in2@(t+l).v) 
*write(out, ‘true’, t, t’) A 
(in,@(t+l).v#in,@(t+l).v) 
*write(out, ‘false’, t, t’). 
Rule SR.4 also allows us to introduce existentially quantified variables which will be 
used to hold the values read from the shunts: 
Spec~{out:[TimexbooZ]}: t’=t+lOA 
jr,, r2: [Time x T]( 
rI@(t+l)=inI@(t+l)A 
rz@(t+1)=in2@(t+1)A 
(rl @(t + l).v = r2 @(t + l).v)*write(out, ‘true’, t, t’) A 
(rl @(t + l).v #rz @(t + l).u)*write(out, tfalse’, t, t’)). 
We can move the existential quantification out of the specification and declare them 
as local variables by VR.4. In addition, we can introduce an intermediate time value 
m (we are clearly moving towards sequential composition): 
Spec~(r,,r,:[Timex T]){r,, r2 : [Time x T], out : [Time x bool] } : 
3m[t, t’]( 
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t’=m+9Am=t+ 1 A 
r,@m=inI@mA 
r2@m=in2@mA 
(rI @ m.u = r2 @ m.v)*write(out, ‘true’, t, t’) A 
(rl @m.u #r2 @ m.u)*write(out, tfulse’, t, t’)). 
The next refinement allows us to reduce the period during which the write may take 
place (this is sound, by SR.4): 
SpecE(r,,r,:[Timex T]){r 1, r2 : [Time x T], out : [Time x bool] } : 
3mE[t, t’] 
t’=m+9Am=t+lA 
r,@,m=in,@mA 
r2@m=in2@mA 
stable(out, t, m) A 
(rl @ m.r: = r2 @ m.v)=write(out, ‘true’, m, t’) A 
(rl @ m.v #r, @ m.v)*write(out, ‘false’, m, t’)). 
We can now refine to a sequential agent (by definition of ;): 
Specg(rI,r2:[Timex T])d;g, 
where 
d=,,,{r,,r2:[TimexT],out:[Timexbool]}: 
stable(out, t, t’)At’=t+ 1 Ar,@t’=inI@t’Ar2@t’=in2@t’, 
B=def {rI, r2: [Time x T], out: [Timex bool]): 
(rl @ t.o = r2 @ t.u)*write(out, ‘true’, t, t’) A 
(rl @ t.u # r2 @ t.u)*write(out, ‘j&e’, t, t’) A 
t’=t+9. 
We refine these two agents independently. Firstly, the shunt out can be removed from 
& by SR.3: 
dL{r,, r2: [Timex T]}: t’=t+l A rI@t’=in,@t’ A r2@t’=in2@t’. 
Agent J& is eventually refined down to a concurrent agent which reads the two shunts 
(the proof of this refinement is given in the appendix): 
,c4~[1](rr+in, Ir2cin2). 
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Agent 3? is now refined by removing the variables from the frame (appealing to SR.4 
by adding a conjunct asserting their stability): 
&3 c (out : [Time x bool] } : (rl @ t.v = rz @ t.v)*write(out, ‘true’, t, t’) A 
(rI @ t.v # r2 @ t.v)=write(out, @he’, t, t’) A 
t’=t+9. 
We can reduce the writing interval still further (which will allow us to refine to 
a guarded agent) by appealing to SR.4: 
%?E {out: [Timex bool]}: (rl @t.v=rz@t.v)awrite(out, ‘true’, t+2, t’)A 
(rl @ t.v # r2 @ t.v)*write(out, ‘false’, t + 2, t’) A 
t’ = t + 9 A stable(out, t, t + 2). 
The constraint on the termination time can be replaced by a deadline (by definition 
of [S]&): 
go [9] {out: [Time x bool]}: (rl @ t.v=r2@ t.v)=write(out, ‘true’, t+2, t’) A 
(rl @ t.v #r2 @ t.v)*write(out, ‘false’, t+2, t’) A 
stable(out, t, t + 2). 
We may now refine to a guard (by definition of guards): 
&?‘[9] (r,.v=r2.v)*{out: [Time x bool]}: write(out, ‘true’, t, t’) 
LIZ 
(r,.v#r2.v)*(out: [Time x bool]): write(out, ‘false’, t, t’). 
Both guarded agents are then defined by writes: 
53~ [9] (rl.v=r2.v)*‘true’+out 
LL 
(rI.v#r2.v)~‘fulse’+out. 
Placing the two agents back in sequence gives us the final program: 
Spec~(r,,r,:[Timex T])[l](r,+in,(r2+in2); 
[9] (rl = r2-‘true’+out 
Lb 
rl #r25‘false’+out). 
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8. Conclusions 
TAM provides a wide-spectrum development language for real-time systems in 
which abstract specifications can be refined down to concrete executable programs. 
Wide-spectrum languages for non-real-time systems have been studied extensively, for 
example in the SETL language [20], and the CIP project [7]; wide-spectrum lan- 
guages based upon predicate logic are given transformation rules which allow refine- 
ment in a manner similar to TAM. 
The utility of a wide-spectrum language can clearly be seen in the refinement 
method used by Morgan [14,15] in his calculus. In this language, the concrete syntax 
is provided by an extended version of Dijkstra’s guarded command language (GCL) 
[8]. The abstract specification syntax is provided by a statement form: 
w : [ pre, post], 
where w (called the “frame”) defines the scope of the specification, i.e. those state 
variables which may be changed by the behaviour defined by the specification, 
and “pre” and “post” are first-order predicate logic formulae which describe the 
relationship between the program state before the “execution” of the specification 
statement and after the termination of the specification statement, respectively. The 
specification statement can therefore be viewed as a description of the minimum 
requirements on the behaviour of any concrete statement which may replace it during 
refinement. 
Similarly, in Back and Wright’s [S] wide-spectrum language, the concrete code is 
a version of Dijkstra’s GCL and the specification statement (called an assert state- 
ment) is denoted by {b}, w h ere b is a formula on the local state. The assert statement 
will terminate correctly if the local state satisfies the formulae when “executed”, and 
will abort otherwise. 
Original work by Back [3], and later in [4], can be seen as the first investigation of 
adding specification statements to programming languages to aid in the process of 
verification. 
The common factor of both Morgan and Back and Wright’s languages is that they 
are transformational; they describe computations which have all input data available 
at the start of execution, and provide the result at the time of termination. This 
restriction provides the basis for the “shape” of Morgan’s specification statement - it 
describes a relationship between initial and final states. In real-time systems we are 
interested in reaction, i.e. input and output during the execution of an agent. In 
addition, we are interested in the time at which the inputs and outputs occur; our 
specification statement for real-time systems reflects these requirements. 
We are currently extending TAM in a number of different areas. Currently, TAM 
only offers hard deadlines, i.e. deadlines which the run-time execution environment is 
expected to meet. By providing valuefunctions for deadlines (which map termination 
times to relative values), decisions about the time and value tradeoff could be made 
during refinement; therefore, we are looking at ways in which the specification 
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statement could be extended to include predicates relating to value, and how these 
specifications might be refined into soft deadlines. 
We also realise that the single specification statement of TAM can become very 
large and complex for nontrivial examples, and we examine the notion of agent 
schemata. Using schemata, specifications could be composed from subspecifications 
each encapsulated within a single schema, and refinement could then be guided by the 
specification partitioning. 
Finally, we are examining ways in which multiple clocks may be introduced into the 
TAM language. The time-stamp mechanism in the shunts presently requires a global 
view of time, but we are currently experimenting with attaching clocks to shunts 
themselves in order to provide differing levels of time granularity. 
Appendix A: Refinement laws and proof 
A.1. Rejnement laws 
The following refinement laws are sound [ll]. 
Specification 
SR.l w:@=w:@[x@t/x@t’] (if x$w), 
SR.2 w:@=w:@[x@t’/x@t] (if x$w), 
SR.3 wu(s:T}:@Astable(s,t,t’)=w-(s:T):@ (ifsnotin@), 
SR.4 w:@cw:@’ (if @‘3@). 
Restriction 
For any variable x, 
VR.l (x: T)&=& (if x not in d), 
VR.2 (x: T)((y: T’)A)=(y: T’)((x: T)d), 
VR.3 w:(3x: T(@))=(x: T)(wu{x: T}:@) (if x#w), 
VR.4 w:@~(x:T)wu{x:T}:@ 
(if x is new unique computational variable). 
Assignment 
AR.1 x :=x=61. 
Input 
IR.1 (x:[Timex T])(xcs)=61. 
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output 
OR.1 {s: T}: write(x@t, s, t, t’)=x+s. 
Sequential 
SE.1 P;Y = Y;P = P, 
SE.2 P;(Q;R)=(P;Q);R, 
SE.3 P;(QnR);S=(P;Q;S)n(P;R;S). 
Deadline 
DE.1 Cs,~s,l~=(Cs,l~~~~~l~~. 
Concurrent 
CR.1 &ZILB=BII, 
CR.2 ~l(~Iw=wl~‘)l~~ 
CR.3 sZ[(L&@)=(dIB)n(dIV). 
Guards 
GR.l b,=a?~,b,4 = b,=xB’U,b,d, 
GR.2 true,*d=[{t)]6t; d, 
GR.3 false,*& = St, 
GR.4 b,=uZ~,b,+d=(b, Vb&-cd, 
GR.5 [S]( y, gi*.di);g= l, Si*CSOtIdi;g> 
where S@t=def{s13s’ES(s’-t=s A ~20)) (ift<max(S) and //islgi), 
GR.6 [S]( ltgi*.di):I=false if t>max(S), 
GR.7 (s:r)( l*gi*&i)= icgi*tX:T)di ifx#vars(gi)foralli, 
GR.8 W:@C u gi~W:~i if @ +t+fS<t’A 
iol, 
A 1 gi @ t A dLstable(w, t, t’) V 
isI > 
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Timeout 
For any shunt s and time n, 
TR.l (~D~~‘)I(~Dsl~)=(~I~)D~(~lI), 
TR.2 cs~!Df,+~ GiI=(dD;B) Ds,49, 
TR.3 dD;(~Ds,~)=dD”,B. 
A.2. Comparator rejnement 
In the example refinement we assumed that 
{Y ,,r2:[TimexT]}: t’=t+lArI@t’=inI@t’Ar,@t’=in,@t’ 
~[l](r,+in, Ir2+in2). 
We now complete this refinement proof. The first step is to separate the two input 
shunt reads. This is achieved by appealing to SR.4: 
11. ,,r2:[TimexT]): t’=t+1Ar,@t’=in,@t’Arz@t’=in2@t’ 
E{r,:[Timex T}: (rl@t’=in,@t’)A 
{rZ:[Timex T]}: (r2@t’ 
=in2@t’)At’=t+1. 
Next, intermediate time variables can be introduced to allow for the sequential 
composition within the concurrency definition. Again we use SR.4: 
E3m,e[t, t’]({rI:[Timext]}: V (rl@m,=in,@mIArI@t’=rI@mI)A 
bE(f, ml1 
3m,E[t, t’]({rZ:[Timext]}: V (rz@ m2=in,@m,Ar,@t’=r,@m,)A 
aecr, WI 
t’=t+ 1. 
The timing constraint can be moved out into a deadline: 
3mdIt, t’l( {r2 :[Timext]): V (rZ@m2=inl@m2ArZ@t’ 
-JE(f, mzl 
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The intermediate times introduce U agents: 
~[1](3mIE[t, t’]({rI:[Timext]}: I/ (rl@ml=in,@mlA D)A 
a~@, ml1 
3m,E[t, t’l((r2: [Time x t]}: 
The disjunctions give rise to inputs (by definition of t): 
c[1](3mIE[t, t’](rl+inl A n)A 
3m2E[t, t’](r2+in2 A I!_)). 
The inner conjunctions give rise to chops (by definition of -): 
(r2+in2 -T!.)), 
which is a concurrent agent: 
c [l] (r,+inl I r2+in2). 
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